JustINFINITY
Kisses SCARF
REVERSIBLE
Designed by Elise Lea for RK
www.robertkaufman.com

Featuring

Finished size: 8” x 35”

Difficulty Rating: Beginner
For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Fabric and Supplies Needed
Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 42” wide.

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

A

WELF-20961-80
EVENING

1/2 yard

Color

Fabric

Name/SKU

Yardage

B

WELF-20965-254
FROST

1/2 yard
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Notes Before You Begin
- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted.
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 42” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

Cutting Instructions
From each of Fabrics A and B, cut:
two 8-1/2” x WOF strips

Assemble the Scarf
Step 1: Sew the two Fabric A strips together, end-to-end, forming one long strip. Press the
seam open. Repeat for the two Fabric B strips.

Step 2: Place the two strips right sides together. Pin along both long edges. Sew along both
long edges, starting and stopping your stitches 1/2” from each end. Press the seams open.
This will help with the final pressing step.
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Step 3: Turn the scarf right side out. Twist
the scarf 1-2 times, then match the raw
edges of the same fabrics together at
the opening: Fabric A to Fabric A and
Fabric B to Fabric B.
Step 4: Pin the raw edges of the fabric
together, matching A to A and B to B,
with right sides together. Note: you will
not be able to pin the entire way around
the opening.

Step 5: Sew around the opening, using
a 1/2” seam allowance. Sew as far as
you can around the opening, then
backstitch and remove the scarf from
your machine.

Step 6: Hand stitch the remainder of the opening closed. Press
along all of the seams to finish.
Your scarf is complete! Wear and enjoy!

This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced in any form without the
express permission from Robert Kaufman Fabrics. This pattern is not for resale. All patterns, unless otherwise
attributed, are © Robert Kaufman Co., Inc. 2005-2022. All rights reserved.
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